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Education

learning through films



why movies?
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 > 16 h. Week
73% on YouTube

Students caught  by screens



Youngsters are VISUAL and INTERACTIVE

VISUAL 
 
DIGITAL

INTERACTIVE

TEXT

ANALOGUE

PASSIVE

traditional contents digital contents



more

10hr
per week

LACK OF TIME  



?

81%
Wants to use
AV content
(but doesn’t
know how)

19%
Actually 
use AV

98%
illegal AV

usage



what does
 FILMCLUB offer?





we select and cut
MOVIE CLIPS

METADATA
by 

school subjects



the 1st OER to educate through films
an indexed AV-educational bank

Movie clips

We select and edit the videos, ready to be used in class. 

Labelling as per school subjects 

Study programme and education values .

Advanced search

Users can locate resources in a quick an easy way. 

Didactic units

Activities to do in class after watching the movie clips. 

Learning with
MOVIE 
CLIPS



we add educational value to preexisting AV contents

ENTERTAINMENT EDUTAINMENT



validated impact



+ATTENTION

122
schools

Students outcome

+MOTIVATION

+AUDIOVISUAL 
CULTURE+LEARN



The students say ...

"More fun than opening a book 
and memorizing things"

"It helped me to express myself 
better"

"We talk about topics that we 
usually do not try at school"

9.278
students



+CULTURAL
KNOWLEDGE

122
schools

Teachers outcome

+MOTIVATION

+COMMUNICATION
CAPACITY

+CRITICAL
THOUGHT



and teachers say ...

“Més divertit que obrir un 
llibre i memoritzar coses“

“Em va ajudar a 
expressar-me millor“

“Parlem de temes que 
normalment no tractem a 
l’escola“

"I have more pedagogical material
 and quality films "

"I can get the appropriate content for 
the students in a legal way"

"We practice naturally subjects such as 
language, art, plastic and values"

1.223
teachers



business model



   

B2C

B2B

EDITORIALES
Productos - Contenidos 
ducativos

ESCUELA

UNIVERSIDADES
Online - Presencial
CONTENIDOS 
EDUCATIVOS

PROYECTO  

CONTENIDOS

CENTROS EDUCATIVOS
SERVICIOS EDUCATIVOS

materia prima B2C

Profesores       Alumnos        Familias 

FILMPEDIA.TV 

PLATAFORMA

B2C

PUBLISHING HOUSES
EDTECH SERVICE SUPPLIERS 
Educative resources 
based on audiovisual. 

SCHOOLS
HIGH SCHOOLS
COLLEGESPLATFORM

AUDIOVISUAL CONTENTS 
EDUCATIVE AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCES

B2B
RAW MATERIAL
LABELLED AV 
CONTENT

Flat Fee. CaaS: Content as a Service

Pay per Use. Audiovisual Content ready to use



Families

Public Entities

REVENUE 
SHARE

Annual / 
Monthly FeeAV

Industry



we worked with ...



the NETFLIX for education

www.filmclub.click


